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UNIFORM TIGHTNESS FOR TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 

JUN KAWABE 

Abstract. The aim of this paper is to give a notion of uniform tightness for 
transition probabilities on topological spaces, which assures the uniform tightness 
of compound probability measures. Then the upper semicontinuity of set-valued 
mappings are used in essence. As an important example, the uniform tightness 
for Gaussian transition probabilities on the strong dual of a nuclear real Frechet 
space is studied. It is also shown that some of our results contain well-known 
results concerning the uniform tightness and the weak convergence of probability 
measures. 

1. Introduction 

Let X and Y be topological spaces. In this paper, we present a notion of uniform 
tightness for transition probabilities on X x Y which assures the uniform tightness for 
compound probability measures µ o .X defined by 

µ o .X(D) = fx .X(x, Dx)µ(dx) 

for a measure µ on X and a transition probability .X on X x Y. We may consider 
that the compound probability measure is a generalization of the product measure or 
the convolution measure, and have to notice that the weak convergence of convolution 
measures has been looked into in great details by Csiszar [2, 3) and Kallianpur (6). In 
Section 2 we recall notation and necessary definitions and results concerning probability 
measures on topological spaces, and then give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a probability measure-valued mapping to be a transition probability in terms of the 
measurability of its characteristic functional. 
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In Section 3 we present a notion of uniform tightness for transition probabilities, 
using the upper semicontinuity of set-valued mappings, so that the corresponding set of 
compound probability measures is uniformly tight. We also give a sufficient condition 
for the weak convergence of a net of compound probability measures. 

In Section 4 we study Gaussian transition probabilities on the strong dual of a nu 
clear real Frechet space as an important example of the uniform tightness for transition 
probabilities. We also show that some of the results in this section contain well-known 
results concerning the uniform tightness and the weak convergence of probability mea 
sures. 

Throughout this paper, we suppose that all the topological spaces and all the topo 
logical linear spaces are Hausdorff. 

2. Preliminaries 

Let (X, A) be a measurable space and Ya topological space. We denote by B(Y) the 
o--algebra of all Borel subsets of Y. By a Borel measure on Y we mean a finite measure 
defined on B(Y) and we denote by P(Y) the set of all Borel probability measures on Y. 

If Y is completely regular, we equip P(Y) with the weakest topology for which the 
functionals 

v E P(Y) >--+ i g(y)v(dy), g E Cb(Y), 

are continuous. Here Cb(Y) denotes the set of all bounded continuous real-valued func 
tions on Y. This topology on P(Y) is called the weak topology, and we say that a net 
{va} in P(Y) converges weakly to a Borel probability measure v and we write v

0
~v, 

if 

lim r g(y)va(dy) = r g(y)v(dy) 
a }y }y 

for every g E Cb(Y). 
A transition probability >. on X x Y is defined to be a mapping from X into P(Y) 

which satisfies 
(Tl) for every B E B(Y), the function x E X >--+ >..x(B) = >..(x, B) is measurable 

with respect to A and B(IR). 
In case X is also a topological space we always take A= B(X). 

Denote by C(Y) the set of all continuous real-valued functions on Y. For each 
transition probability >. on X x Y and each h E C(Y), we can define a measurable 
function 

x E X ~ x[>.., h](x) = i eih(y) >..(x, dy). 

In the rest of this section we give a condition for a mapping_>.. from X into P(Y) 
to be a transition probability on X x Y in terms of the measurability of the above 
function x[>., h](x). Denote by !RN be the N-dimensional Euclidian space. For u = 
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(u1,U2, ... ,uN), V = (v1,V2, ... ,VN) E JRN, we set< u,v >= U1V1 +u2v2 + .. · +uNVN 
and !lull = J< u, u >. We denote by K(JRN) the set of all continuous complex-valued 
functions on ]RN with compact supports. 

Lemma 1. Let (X, A) be a measurable space and let ). be a mapping from 
X into P(JRN). Then ). is a transition probability on X x JRN if and only if for 
each u = (u1, u2, ... , uN) E JRN, the function 

is measurable. 

Proof. The only if part is obvious and so we prove if part. Since a family of sets 
B E B(Y) for which the functions x E X i-+ ).(x, B) are measurable is a Dynkin system 
(see Theorem 4.1.2 of Ash [1]; Dynkin System Theorem), it suffices to show that for each 
open subset G of IRN, the function x EX i-+ ).(x, G) is measurable. 

Let G be an open subset of IRN. Then we can find a sequence {gn} of real-valued, 
increasing functions in K(JRN) such that la(u) = supn~l 9n(u) for all u E JRN. Conse 
quently by monotone convergence theorem we have 

).(x,G) = lim f 9n(u)).(x,du) for all x EX, 
n-> CXl }-JR N 

and from this we have only to show that for each g E K(IRN), the function x E X - 
JJRN g(u)).(x, du) is measurable. 

Fix g E K(IRN). Then we can find a sequence {gn} of infinitely differentiable 
complex-valued functions on JRN with compact supports such that 

sup lg(u) - 9n(u)I - 0 as n - oo 
uEJRN 

(see Yosida (15; Proposition I.1.8]). Since the Fourier transform :F: S(JRN) - S(IRN) is 
surjective, where S(JRN) denotes the set of all rapidly decreasing complex-valued func 
tions on ]RN (see (15; Theorem VI.1.1]), there exists a sequence {hn} of functions in 
S(IRN) such that for each n ~ 1, 

Consequently for each x E X we have 

f g(u)).(x, du)= (21r)-Nf2 lim f f ei<u,v> hn(v)dv).(x, du) 
JJRN n->ex> JJRN JJRN 

= (21r)-N/2 lim f >.x(v)hn(v)dv. 
n-+ex> JJRN 
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Put r.p(x, v) = >.( v) for all x E X and v E JRN. Then for each v E JRN, r.p( ·, v) is measurable 
by assumption, and for each x EX, r.p(x, ·) is continuous on JRN since the characteristic 
function of a probability measure on B(IRN) is continuous on ]RN. Therefore by Klein 
and Thompson [8; Lemma li2.3), <.p is A x B(IRN )-measurable, and this, together with 
Fubini's theorem, implies the measurability of the function x E X 1--+ JfR.N >.x(v)hn(v)dv 
for each n ~ l. Thus the function x E X 1--+ fniN g( u).>..(x, du) is measurable and the 
proof is complete. 

Recall that a topological space is called a Suslin space if it is the continuous image 
of some Polish space and recall that a subset Hof C(Y) is said to separate points of Y 
if for each Y1, Y2 E Y with Y1 =I=- Y2, there exists a function h EH such that h(yi) =I=- h(y2). 

Proposition 1. Let (X, A) be a measurable space and Y a completely regular 
Suslin space, and let .>.. be a mapping from X into P(Y). Assume that a linear 
subspace H of C(Y) separates points of Y. Then .>.. is a transition probability on 
Xx Y if and only if for each h EH, the function x EX 1--+ x[.>.., h](x) is measurable. 

Proof. The only if part is obvious and so we prove if part. Let us first notice that 
B(Y) is generated by the cylinder sets of the form 

C = {y E Y : (h1 (y), h2(y), · · ·, hN(y)) EB}, 

where h1, h2, ... , hN E Hand B E B(JRN) (see Theorem 1.1.2 of Vakhania et al. [14]). 
There this result is proved when Y is a Polish space. However the proof works equally 
well when Y is a Suslin space since B(Y) concides with the o--algebra generated by 
a sequence of real-valued Borel measurable functions on a Suslin space Y separating 
points of Y, and every open cover of any open subset of a Suslin space has a countable 
subcover; see Schwartz [12), Lemma 18 of page 108 and Proposition 3 of page 104. 
Consequently it is sufficient to show that for each cylinder set C of the above form, the 
function x E X 1--+ .>..(x, C) is measurable, since a family of sets C E B(Y) for which the 
function x E X 1--+ .>..(x, C) arc measurable is a Dynkin system. Thus we prove that for 
each B E B(IRN), the function x E X 1--+ ,x(B) = Ax o r.p-1(B) is measurable, where 
..p(y) = (h1 (y), h2(y), ... , hN(Y)), y E Y. 

N . For each u = (u1,u2, ... ,uN) E IR , we have 

and hence for each u E JRN, the function x E X 1--+ 'Yx ( u) is measurable by assumption. 
Therefore from Lemma 1 the measurability of the function x EX t--t rx(B) follows. 
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3. Uniform Tightness for Transition Probabilities 

Let X and Y be topological spaces. Let us denote by T(X, Y) the set of all transition 
probabilities on X x Y and denote by T*(X, Y) the set of all >.. E T(X, Y) which satisfy 
the condition 

(T2) for each D E B(X x Y), the function x E X t--t >..(x, Dx) is Borel measurable. 
Here for a subset D of X x Y and x E X, Dx denotes the section determined by x, that 
is, Dx = {y E Y : (x, y) ED}. 

Let µ E P(X) and >. E T*(X, Y). Then we can define a Borel probability measure 
µ o >. on X x Y, which is called the compound probability measure of µ and >., by 

µ o >..(D) = l >..(x, Dx)µ(dx) for all DE B(X x Y). 

Denote by µ>.. the projection of µ o >.. onto Y, that is, µ>..(B) = µ o >..(X x B) for all 
B E B(Y). By a standard argument, we can, show that the Fubini's theorem remains 
valid for all Borel measurable and µ o >..-integrable functions J on X x Y; 

f J(x, y)µ 0 >..(dx, dy) = f r J(x, y)>..(x, dy)µ(dx). 
lxxY lx}y 

It is obvious that (T2) implies (Tl), and (T2) is satisfied, for instance, if the product 
a-algebra B(X) x B(Y) coincides with B(X x Y) (this is satisfied if X and Y are Suslin 
spaces; see [12], page 105). We also know that (T2) is satisfied for any continuous 
r-smooth transition probability on an arbitrary topological space (see Proposition 1 of 
Kawabe [7]). In what follows, for PC P(X) and Q C T*(X, Y), we set Po Q = {µ o >.. : 
µ E P and >.. E Q} and PQ = {µ>.. : µ E P and >.. E Q}. 

Recall that a subset P of P(X) is said to be uniformly tight if for each c: > 0, there 
exists a compact subset Ke of X such that 

for all µ E P 

(see Prokhorov [101). It is easy to see that PoQ is uniformly tight if and only if P and PQ 
are uniformly tight. However PQ and Po Q are not necessarily uniformly tight even if 
Pis uniformly tight and Q[x] = {>..x: >.. E Q} is uniformly tight for each x EX as is seen 
in the following example. In what follows, bx denotes the Dirac measure concentrated 
on x, that is, bx(B) = 1 if x E B; bx(B) = 0 if X ft B. 

Example. Let X = Y = IR. For each n ~ 1, put 

{ 

0 for X ::; 0 
2 n2x for O < x ~ I/n 

sn(x) = 2n - n2x for 1/n < x ~ 2/n 
0 for 2/n < x 
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and define a transition probability An on IRx IR by ).n(x, ·) = N[O, s~(x)], where N[m, a-2] 
denotes the Gaussian measure on IR with the mean m and the variance a-2. We also put 
P = {b1;n} and Q = {An}- Then Pis uniformly tight and Q(x] is uniformly tight for 
each x E IR, but PQ and Po Q are not uniformly tight. 

Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that the An 's are transition probabilities on 
IR x R Clearly Pis uniformly tight and for each x E IR, Q(x] is also uniformly tight since 
supn>l s;(x) < oo. 

We now note that a subset A of P(JRN) is uniformly tight if and only if the set 
{µ : µ E A} of characteristic functions of µ defined by 

for each p = (P1,P2, · · · ,PN) E JRN, is equicontinuous at p = 0 E ffi.N. Since (81;nAn)11(q) 
= e-q2n/2 and (b1/n o An)11(p,q) = eip/n-q2nf2 for all p,q E IR, {(81/nAn)11} and {(81/n o 
An)11} are not equicontinuous at q = 0 and at (p, q) = (0, 0), respectively. Therefore PQ 
and Po Q are not uniformly tight. 

We now present a notion of uniform tightness for transition probabilities. We say 
that Q c T(X, Y) is uniformly tight if each c: > 0, we can find an upper-semicontinuous 
compact-valued mapping Ac : X - Y such that 

A(x, Y - Ae(x)) < t: 

for all x E X and A E Q. Recall that a set-valued mapping A : X - Y is upper 
semicontinuous if Aw(F) = {x E X : A(x) n F =I=- 0} is a closed subset of X for every 
closed subset F of Y. For the reader's convenience, we collect some well-known facts 
about upper semicontinuous set-valued mappings which will be used later (see (8), pages 
89 and 90). 

Proposition 2. Let r and A be upper semicontinuous set-valued mappings 
from X to Y. Then one has: 

(l) If A is compact-valued then A(K) = UxEKA(x) is compact for every com 
pact subset K of X. 

(2) If Y is a topological linear space, and r and A are compact-valued, then 
the mapping x EX i-+ r(x) + A(x) is compact-valued and upper semicontinuous. 

The following theorem asserts that our notion of uniform tightness for transition 
probabilities assures the uniform tightness of compound probability measures. 

Theorem 1. Let X and Y be topological spaces. If P c P(X) and Q C 
T* (X, Y) are uniformly tight, then Po Q c P(X x Y) is uniformly tight. 
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Proof. Fix c > 0. Since P and Q are uniformly tight, we can find a compact subset 
Kc of X and an upper semicontinuous compact-valued mapping At: : X .- Y such that 

and 

Since Lt: = UxEK,At:(x) is a compact subset of Y by (1) of Proposition 2, we have 

and this implies the uniform tightness of Po Q. 

Let X be a topological space. Denote by C(X) the set of all continuous real-valued 
functions on X. We say that a subset F of C(X) is equicontinuous on a set A of X if 
the set of all restrictions of functions of F to A is equicontinuous on A. 

A Borel measureµ on X is said to be T-smooth if for every increasing net {G0} 

of open subsets of X, we have µ(U0G0) = sup0 µ(G0). Denote by Pr(X) the set of all 
r-smooth probability measures on X. Every Radon measure is tight and T-smooth, and if 
X is regular, every T-smooth measure is regular (see [14), Proposition 1.3.1). Conversely 
every tight and regular Borel measure is Radon. The proof of the following lemma is an 
easy modification of the proof of Theorem 2 in [2], and so we omit its proof. 

Lemma 2. Let X be a completely regular topological space and let {µa} be a 
net in P(X) which is uniformly tight. Assume that a net { 'Po} in Cb(X) satisfies 

(a) {<-Po} is uniformly bounded; 
(b) { r.p0} is equicontinuous on every compact subset of X. 
Ifµ E Pr(X) and µ0 .:!:+µ, and if <.p E Cb(X) and r.p0(x)-+ r.p(x) for each x EX, then 

we have 
lim { r.p0(x)µ0(dx) = { r.p(x)µ(dx). 
0 lx lx 

We give a sufficient condition for the weak convergence of a net of compound prob 
ability measures. 

Theorem 2. Let X and Y be completely regular Suslin spaces. Let H be a 
linear subspace of C(Y) which separates points of Y. Assume that a net {Ao} in 
T(X, Y) and A E T(X, Y) satisfy 

( a) {Ao} is uniformly tight; 
(b) for each h EH, the set {X[Aa, hl} of the functions x EX~ x[Aa, h](x) is 

equicontinuous on every compact subset of X; 
(c) x[A0, h)(x)-+ x[A, h](x) for each x EX and h EH. 

Then for any uniformly tight net {µa} in P(X) converging weakly toµ E P(X), 
we have µ0 o A0 .:!:+µ o A. 
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Proof. Since {µa} and {Ao.} are uniformly tight, {µa o Ao.} is also uniformly tight 
by Theorem 1 and the fact that T*(X, Y) = T(X, Y). Therefore it is a relatively compact 
subset of P(X x Y). 

For each 'Y E P(X x Y), let us define its characteristic function i' by 

i'U) = r eif(x,y)"!(dx, dy), f E C(X X Y). 
lxxY 

Then by a standard argument (see [14], Theorem IV.3.1), it is sufficient to show that 
for each g E C(X) and h E H, we have (µa o Ao. )"(g EB h) - (µ o A)"(g EB h), since 
C(X) EB H = {g EB h : g E C(X), h E H} is a linear subspace of C(X x Y) which 
separates points of X x Y, where (g EB h)(x, y) = g(x) + h(y), (x, y) EX x Y. 

Fix g E C(X) and h E H. From Lemma 2 and assumptions (b) and (c) it follows 
that 

and this implies that (µ0 o A0)"(g EB h) - (µ o A)"(g EB h). 

We have typical and somewhat trivial examples of uniformly tight transition prob 
abilities below. We study non-trivial examples in the following section. 

Proposition 3. Let X be a topological space and Y a completely regular 
topological space. · · 

(1) For each a, put Aa.(x, B) = va(B) for all x EX and BE B(Y), where {v
0
} c 

Pr(Y) is uniformly tight. Then the Aa 's satisfy (T2), and {>..0} is uniformly tight. 
(2) Let X = Y = G be a topological group. For each a, put >..0(x, B) = 110(Bx-1) 

for all x E G and B E B(G), where {va} C Pr(G) is uniformly tight. Then the 
>..a 's satisfy (T2), and {A0} is uniformly tight. 

Proof. (1) It follows from Lemma I.4.1 of [14) that the >..0 's satisfy (T2), and the 
uniform tightness of { >..0} is obvious. 

(2) Let () be a continuous mapping from G x G into G. For each a, put 

Aa(x,B) = va({y E G: ()(x,y) EB}) for all x E G and BE B(G). 

Note that (2) is a special case of this setting. The fact that the Ao. 's satisfy (T2) is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma I.4.1 of [14), together with the fact that for each Borel 
subset B of G x G, B = {(x, y) E G x G: (x, ()(x, y)) EB} is also a Borel subset of G x G 
and [B]x = {y E G: B(x,y) E Bx} for each x E G. Hence we have only to prove that if 
{Va} is uniformly tight, so is { A0}. 

For c: > 0 there exists a compact subset Ke of G such that va(G - Ke) < c: for all 
a. Put Ac(x) = ()(x,Ke) for all x E G. Then Ae is clearly compact-valued mapping and 
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it is upper semicontinuous by the continuity of () and the compactness of Ke. Moreover 
we have 

for all x E G and all a. Therefore {Aa} is uniformly tight. 

4. Gaussian Transition Probabilities on Nuclear Spaces 

In this section we study Gaussian transition probabilities on nuclear spaces, such as 
the strong dual of the space of all rapidly decreasing functions, which are important and 
non-trivial examples of uniformly tight transition probabilities. 

Let w be a nuclear real Frechet space, w' the dual of w and < ·, · > the bilinear 
form on w x w'. Let us denote by w~ and w~ the weak and strong dual of w with the 
weak topology a-(w', w) and the strong topology /3('1'', w), respectively. For the following 
properties which \JI~ enjoys the reader will find more details and proofs in Schaefer (11] 
and Fernique (4]. 

Proposition 4. 
(1) \JI~ is a Montez space, that is, it is a barreled space which every closed, 

bounded subset is compact. 
(2) w~ is a completely regular Suslin space, in fact, Lusin space. 
(3) Every closed, bounded subset of \JI~ is a compact and sequentially compact 

subset of w~. 
A seminorm p on \JI is called Hilbertian (H-seminorm) if p has the form p(u) = 

Jp(u, u), where p(u, v) is a symmetric, non-negative definite, bilinear functional on W x W. 
Then the p-completion of \JI /ker p, denoted by 'Pp, is a separable Hilbert space, and its 
dual \JI~ is also a separable Hilbert space with the norm p'(TJ) = sup{I < u, rJ > I : p(u) :S 
l}. 

Let p and q be H-seminorms on w. Following Ito (5], we say that p is said to be 
bounded by q, written p-< q, if 

(p: q) = sup{p(u): q(u) :S 1} < oo. 
We also say that p is said to be Hilbert-Schmidt bounded by q, written p -<Hs q, if 
p-< q and 

( ) 

1/2 

(p: q)Hs = tp(ei)' < oo 

It is well-known and is easily verified that Pc P(\Jf~) is uniformly tight if and only 
if for each c: > 0, there exists a continuous J{-seminorm Pe on W such that 

for some CONS { ej} in (w, q). 

µ({TJ E w': I< U,f/ > I :'.S Pe(u) for all µ E w}) ~ 1- t: 
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for allµ E P. For the uniform tightness for transition probabilities we have: 

Theorem 3. Let X be a topological space which satisfies the first axiom of 
countability and Q a subset of T(X, We)· Assume that for each c > 0 there exists 
a mapping Pc : X x W -+ (0, oo) satisfying 

(a) for each u E w, the mapping x EX 1--+ Pc(x, u) is upper semicontinuous on 
X· , 

(b) for each x EX, Pc(x)(·) = Pc(x, ·) is a continuous H-seminorm on W; 
(c) A(x, {77 E w': I< u,77 > I ::S Pc(x,u) for all u E w}) ~ 1- c for all x EX and 

>.. E Q. Then Q is uniformly tight. Moreover in case w = ]RN, the assumption 
that X satisfies the first axiom of countability is superfluous. 

Proof. We define a set-valued mapping Ac : X -* WB by 

Ac(x) = nuE'11{7J E w': I< U,1] > I ::s Pc(x,u)}. 

Then by assumption ( c) we have 

A(x, A(x)) ~ 1 - c 

for all x E X and all A E Q. Therefore we have only to show that A€ is compact-valued 
and upper semicontinuous on X. 

Compactness. Fix x E X. It is easily verified that Ac(x) is a closed, bounded 
subset of W~, and hence it is a compact subset of WB by (3) of Proposition 4. 

Upper semicontinuity. Let F be a closed subset of We and we show that A~(F) = 
{x EX : Ac(x) n F =I=- 0} is a closed subset of X. To do this let {xn} be a sequence of 
elements of A~(F) converging to an element x0 EX. Then for each n ~ l, we can take 
an element 1Jn E F with 

I < U, 1Jn > I ::S Pc(Xn, u) 

By assumption (a) we have 

lim sup I < u, 1Jn > I ::S Pc(xo, u) 
n-+cx:, 

for all u E W. 

for all u E W, 

and so {7Jn} is weakly bounded. Hence by (3) of Proposition 4, {7Jn} has a subsequence 
which converges in WB to some 7Jo E W'. Then it is readily verified that 7Jo E F n Ac(xo) 
and hence x0 E A~(F). 

Next we assume that w = !RN. Then we need only to prove the upper semicontinuity 
of Ac. To do this let { Xa} be a net of elements of A~v ( F) converging to an element xo E X. 
Then for each a, we can take an element 1Ja E F with 

I< U,1Jcx > I :'.:S Pc(Xa,u) for all u E IRN. 
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Let { ej }f=1 be a CONS in !RN. Then we have 

N 

ll7Jall2 :s; LPe:(Xo.,ej)2, 
j=l 

and hence 
N 

limsupll110.ll2 :s; LPe:(xo,e1)2 < oo. 
CY. j=l 

Thus we can find a subnet { 1Ja'} of { 170} which is a bounded subset of m.N. Therefore there 
exists a further subnet { 1Jo." } of { 1Ja' } converging to some 1Jo E IR N. Then TJo E F n Ae ( x0) 
and the proof is complete. 

A Borel probability measure µ on 'JI~ is said to be Gaussian if for each u E 'JI, 
the function 17 E w' 1---+< u, 1J > is a real (possibly degenerate) Gaussian random variable 
on the probability measure space (w', B(w~), µ). For a Gaussian Measure µ on '1'8, we 
define its mean functional m and covariance seminorm s of µ by 

< u,m >= r < U,TJ > µ(dTJ) 
JIJ!' 

and 
s(u,v)= f <u,rJ-m><v,rJ-m>µ(dTJ) J\J!, 

for all u,v E \JI and we put s2(u) = s(u,u). We know that m E 'JI' ands is a continuous 
H-seminorm on \JI (see e.g., [5), Theorem 2.6.2). 

Let_ (X, A) be a measurable space. A transition probability >.. on X x w8 is said 
to be Gaussian if for each x EX, >..x(·) = A(x, ·) is a Gaussian measure on 'JI~. For a 
Gaussian transition probability A on X X We we define for each X E X and each u, V E \J,' 

m(x, u) = { < u, TJ > A(x, d17) 
JIJ!' 

and 
s(x,u,v) = r {< U,1} > -m(x,u)} {< V,1} > -m(x,v)}>..(x,dT]), 

JIJ!' 
and we put s2(x, u) = s(x, u, u). We say that the functions m : x E X ~ m(x, ·) and 
.s : x E X ~ s(x, ·, ·) are the mean function and the covariance function of A, re 
spectively. Since a Gaussian measure is uniquely determined by its mean functional and 
covariance seminorm (see [5), Theorem 2.6.3), it is easily verified that a Gaussian tran 
sition probability .A is also uniquely determined by its mean function m and covariance 
function s, and hence we write A = T N[m, s2]. 

The following proposition asserts that a Gaussian transition probability can be char 
acterized in terms of the measurability of its mean and covariance functions. 
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Proposition 5. Let ). be a mapping from X into P(w~) such that for each 
x E X, Ax is a Gaussian measure on w~ with its mean functional m(x, ·) and 
covariance seminorm s( x, ·, ·). Then A is a transition probability on X x w~ and 
.X = T N[m, s2] if and only if for each u E W, the functions x E X 1--4 m(x, u) and 
x E X i-+ s2(x, u) are measurable. 

Proof. For each u E w, we define 1ru(TJ) =< u, r, >, r, E w'. Then we have 

x[A, 1ru](x) = exp{ im(x, u) -1s2(x, u)} 

and it is easy to see that the function x E X i-+ x[)., 1ru](x) is measurable if and only if 
the functions x E X i-+ m(x, u) and x E X i-+ s2(x, u) are measurable. Consequently, if 
we notice that the linear subspace H = {1ru : u E w} of C(w~) separates points of w', 
the proof is complete by Proposition 1 since w~ is a completely regular Suslin space by 
(2) of Proposition 4. 

The following theorem gives a sufficient condition under which a set of Gaussian 
transition probabilities on X x W~ is uniformly tight, in terms of mean and covariance 
functions. 

Theorem 4. Let X be as in Theorem 3 and Q a set of Gaussian transition 
probabilities on X x w~ with A = T N[m>., s~], A E Q. Assume that there exists a 
mapping q : X x w - (0, oo) satisfying 

(a) for each u E w, the mapping x EX i-+ q(x, u) is upper semicontinuous on 
X· ' 

(b) for each x EX, qx(·) = q(x, ·) is a continuous H-seminorm on w. 
Further, assume that there exist non-negative upper semicontinuous functions 
M(x) and S(x) on X such that for every x EX, 

Then Q is uniformly tight. 

Proof. First we assume that m>,(x) = 0 for all x E X and ). E Q. By assumption 
and Theorem 2.6.1 of (5] we have 

for all x E X and A E Q. 

Therefore we may consider that Ax is a Gaussian measure on the real separable Hilbert 
space W~x. Thus by Vakhania (13, page 40] we can find a universal constant K > 0 such 
that 
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for all x E X, A E Q and r > 0. 
Fix c > 0 and take a constant re> 0 such that Ke-r;/2 < E:. Then we have 

for all x E X and A E Q. Now we define a set-valued mapping Ac : X---* We by 

Ac(x) = {17 E \JI': I< u,17 > I :'.S rf;S(x)q(x,u) for all u E \JI}. 

Then we have 

for all x E X and A E Q, and Ac is compact-valued and upper semicontinuous since 
Pc(x, u) - rf;S(x)q(x, u) satisfies assumptions of Theorem 3 by assumptions (a) and (b). 

Next we define for each A E Q, 

'Y>.(x,B) = A(x,B-m>.(x)) for all x E X and BE B(\J!e)- 

Then by Proposition 5, 'Y>. is a Gaussian transition probability with zero mean function 
and covariance function s >. ( x). Now we define for each x E X, 

f(x) = {11 E \JI': I< u,17 > I :'.S M(x)q(x,u) for all u E \JI} 

then by Theorem 3, r : X - We is also compact-valued and upper semicontinuous, and 
we have 

Ac(x) C Ac(x) + f(x) + m>.(x) 

for all x E X and A E Q. Consequently we have 

A(x, Ac(x) + r(x)) = 'Y>.(X, Ac(x) + r(x) + m>,(x)) ~ 'Y>.(X, Ac(x)) 2 1 - c 

for all x EX and A E Q. By (2) of Proposition 2 the mapping x EX 1--+ Ac(x) + f(x) is 
compact-valued and upper semicontinuous on X, and the proof is complete. 

In case \JI = IRN we have: 
Corollary 1. Let X be a topological space and Q a set of Gaussian transition 

probabilities on Xx JRN with A = T N[m>., si), A E Q. Assume that there exist non 
negative functions M(x, u) and S(x, u) defined on X x IRN which satisfy 

(a) for each u E JRN, the functions x E X 1--+ M(x, u) and x E X 1--+ S(x, u) are 
upper semicontinuous on X; 

(b) sup>.EQ I < u, m>.(x) > I :'.S M(x, u) and sup>.EQ S>.(x, u) :'.S S(x, u) for all x EX 
and u E IRN. 

Then Q is uniformly tight. 
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Proof. Let {ei}~1 be a CONS in m.N. Put q(u,v) = I:f=1 < u,ej >< v,ej >, 
u, v E !RN, M(x) = I:f=1 M(x, ej), and S(x) = I:f=l S(x,ej), x EX. Then q, M, and 
S satisfy assumptions of Theorem 4 and the proof is complete. 

In the case when X is a one point set we have the following well-known result. 

Corollary 2. Let P be a set of Gaussian measures on w~ with mean func 
tionals mµ. and covariance seminorms sµ., µ E P. Assume that supµ.EP I < u, mµ. > I 
< oo and supµEP sµ.(u) < oo for each u E w. Then Pis uniformly tight. 

Proof. Put p(u) = supµ.EP I < u, mµ. > l and r(u) = supµ.EP sµ.(u) for all u E W. 
Then p and r are continuous seminorms on w since w is barreled by (1) of Proposition 
4 and the mµ.'s and the sµ. 's are continuous. Since w is nuclear we can find a continuous 
H-seminorm q on W such that I:;1 p(ej)

2 < oo and I::;1 r(ej)2 < oo for some q-CONS 
{ej}~1 in W. Consequently we have 

( ) 

1/2 

q'(mµ) = t.1 < e;,mµ > 12 < 

and 

( ) 

1/2 

(sµ. : q)Hs = f sµ.(ej)2 < 
J=l ( 

= ) 1/2 
~ r(ej)2 

Thus { mµ.} and { s µ.} satisfy assumptions of Theorem 4 if we consider X is a one point 
set, and the proof is complete. 

Let <I> be a nuclear real Frechet space. In case X = <I>~, combined Theorem 1 and 
Corollary 1 with a well-known criterion for uniform tightness of probability measures on 
nuclear spaces, we have: 

Theorem 5. Let Q be a set of Gaussian transition probabilities on <I>~ x w~ 
with ,\ = T N[m,\, si], A E Q. Assume that there exist non-negative functions 
M((, u) and S((, u) defined on <I>' x w which satisfy 

(a) for each u E w, the functions ( E <I>~ r+ M((, u) and ( E <I>~ >-+ S((, u) are 
upper semicontinuous on <I>~; 

(b) sup,\EQ lm,\((,u)I::; M((,u) and sup,\EQs,\((,·u)::; S(~,u) for all~ E <I>' and 
u E W. 
Then Po Q is uniformly tight for any uniformly tight subset P of P( <I>~). 

Proof. Before starting to prove the theorem we prepare several notations. 
For each x E <I> and u E w, let us define mappings as follows: 

11"x(O =< X, ( >, ~ E <I>' 
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1ru(T1) =< u, 'f/ >, 'f/ E '1'' 

(1rx X 7ru)(~, T/) = (1rx(O, 7ru(T/)), ~ E q>' and T/ E w' 
(1rx X l)(~, t) = (1rx(O, t), ~ E q>' and t E R 

For each , E P(q>~ x w~) and A E T(q>~, w~), we define a probability measure 
(1rx x 7ru), E P(IR2) and a transition probability 7ruA E T(q>~, IR) by 

[(1rx X 1ru),](A X B) = 1(1r;1 AX 1r;1 B) for all A, BE B(IR) 

[1ruA]((, B) = ).(~, 1r;1 B) for all ( E q>' and B E B(IR). 

We now notice that the following uniform tightness criterion is valid: For A C 
P( q>~ x 1¥~) to be uniformly tight it is sufficient that for each x E q> and u E '11, 
the set {(1rx x 1ru), : 1 E A} C P(IR2) is uniformly tight. This result can be proved 
by investigating the proof of Theorem 3.1 of Mitoma [9], and so we omit the proof. 
Consequently we prove that for each x E q> and u E W, the set (1rx x 1ru)(PoQ) C P(IR2) 
is uniformly tight. Since it is easily verified that the equality 

holds and the mapping 7r:z: x 1 is continuous, we have only to show that the set Po1ruQ C 
P( q>~ x IR) is uniformly tight. . 

Fix u E 1¥. Since 7ruA = TN[m.\(·,u),si(·,u)], A E Q, from assumptions and 
Corollary 1 it follows that 7ruQ is uniformly tight. Thus Po 1ruQ is uniformly tight by 
Theorem 1 since P is uniformly tight. 

For the weak convergence of compound probability measures we have: 

Theorem 6. Let A0 = T N[m0, s!] be a net of Gaussian transition probabili 
ties on q>~ x w~ and A = T N[m, s2] a Gaussian transition probability on q>~ x w~. 
Assume that in addition to assumptions (a) and (b) of Theorem 5, 

(c) for each x E X, the sets {ma(·, u)} and {s!(-, u)} are equicontinuous on 
every compact subset of q>~; 

(d) lim0 ma(~, u) = m(~, u) and lim0 s!((, u) = s2({, u) for each { E q>' and 
u E W. 

Then for any uniformly tight net {µ0} in P(q>~) converging weakly to µ E 
P(q>~), we have µ0 o Ao:~µ o ).. 

Proof. We first note that {µo: o A0} is uniformly tight by Theorem 5. Fix u E '1T. 
Then we have 

and 
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Thus from (c) and (d) it follows that 

for each ~ E <p' 

and the set {x[.>..cx, 1ru]} is equicontinuous on every compact subset of <p~. Moreover, if 
we set H = {1ru: u E '11} C C(\J!~) then H separates points of w'. Consequently we can 
prove that µcx o Acx~µ o A by the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
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